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PREFACE 
This report  summarizes an analytical study of Saturn IB launch 
support operations conducted. by Computer Applications Incorporated. fo r  
the National Aeronautics and. Space Administration, Kennedy Space Center, 
Florid.a, under Contract NAS10-6110. The work reported. herein was 
performed. dnring the period. 1 Decen2ber 1968 to 1 February 1970. 
The objectives of the study were  to  pr0vid.e a listing of support 
equipment exhibiting highest probability of contributing to launch delays and. 
provide recommendations f o r  improving launch control. 
an analytical mod.el was d.eveloped. to evaluate launch probability in t e rms  of 
F o r  this purpose 
the support equipment. Evaluation of the launch support operations and. 
equipment resulted. f rom the application of t h e  model through the use of a 
coxriputer program. 
The final report  is  presented in three volumes: 
V O L U M E  I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
V O L U M E  I1 F I N A L  STUDY REPORT 
V O L U M E  I11 USER'S  MANUAL _. .. ),. - 
Volume I11 documents the launch operations availability mod.el and. 
tlie computer program developed to per form i t s  computation. Features of the 
model, i t s  mathematics and i t s  limitations together with detailed. instructional 
information concerning the design and. application of the computer program a r e  
presented so that an analyst who i s  schooled in launch operation procedures 
can use it to determine launch availability. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The user's manual comprises all the information required. to enable the 
analyst of the launch operation to understand and use the launch operation model 
to determine launch availability. It assumes that the analyst has previously 
acquired a good. working knowledge of the launch operation, i ts  procedures, 
mission rules,  equipment requirements,  and t h e  schedule of activities and 
their  interrelations. Assuming this state of knowledge, Section I1 of this manual 
details the launch. operation model and i ts  employment a s  an analytical device to  
give a mathematical representation of the launch sequence. A computer program 
has been developed to per form the computational requirements imposed by the 
model. The use of this program is documented in Section 111. The purpose, 
format  and. type of d.ata required. by the program . a r e  detailed in this section. It 
a l so  specifies the severa l  output features available to the user  and how each i s  
employed, Section IV is a compilation of those i tems of interest  to the programmer 
who requires m o r e  specific information concerning the inner workings of the 
computer program. 
1 
IT THE LAUNCH QPERATLUN MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Th is  section details the launch operation niathematical model. There is 
no attempt to aquaint the reader  with the launch operation itself, a s  it i s  assumed 
that he already has an extensive understanding of the 1.aunch sequence. This 
section ia-Lltially deiines some statist ical  t e r m s  which a r e  required t o  describe 
the m 0 d t . i  and which permit  an intelligent use of it. Next the function concept 
L 
which enables one to model the launch operation i s  defined and possible interrelation- 
ships among them a r e  detailed. 
in this s+ction but a r e  fully presented in the Mathematical Appendix that follows 
Mathematical details have generally been avoided 
this section. 
2 . 1  STATISTICAL TERMINOLOGY 
DistribuEon: The concept of the statist ical  distribution is central  to the develop- 
.men t  of the model, since the whole purpose of the mod,el i s  to  d.evelop certain 
distributioas which when combined. correct ly  will give the distribution of launch 
delay. F a r  purposes of this mod.el, a distribution i s  defined. as  the se t  of all 
possible i>xicornes of an event and. the probabilities associated with each outcome. 
A distribczion can be represented then by a se t  of pairs  (pi, Ri) where outcome Ri 
has a p r o h b i f i t y  p. and 
possible oztcome, their s u m  must  equal 1). 
outcomes *si an event i s  not finite, 
probabilie? is less than some arb i t ra ry  value , chosen by the analyst, be omitted 
r p i  = 1 (since the pi a r e  the probabilities of every 
In some cases  the total number of 
1 1 
It is then necessary that a l l  outcomes whose 
P 
f rom further consideration. 
as small. as desired i f  P is 
In this case,  
chosen sufficiently small, 
pi = 1 - e where the e r r o r  4 can be 
i '  
2 
Independence: Independence i s  always used in this chapter in a statist ical  sense. 
If t he  probabilities associated with each outcome of an event El a r e  unchanged 
regardless of the outcome of event EZ, then El i s  statistical.ly independent of E 
The fact that El and E2 a r e  statistically independent does not mean that they 
cannot otherwise be interdependent, e. g . ,  the fact that event E must  be completed 
before E 
E and E can yet be independent. 
?I' 
1 
can commence does represent  a kind of dependence, but statistically 2 
1 2 
Convolution: 
such that each pair  of the one distribution (p 
the second (q 
The convolution i s  a kind of summation of two independent distributions 
Ri) , is  combined witill each pair  of i' 
Q:) t o  fo rm a new distribution with pairs  (p. q., Ri 4- Q.)  for every 
j 9  J 1 3  J 
possible combination of i and. j .  
two original distributions, is  the distribution of a compound event whose outcomes 
a r e  the SUM of the outcomes of the original eyents and whose associated. probabilities 
This new distribution, the convolution of the 
a r e  the product of the proba'bilities associated with the original event outcomes. 
fo r  example, the f i r s t  event is the casting of a die whose outcome is one of the 
six numbers on the die and the second event is a second. casting of that die, the 
convolution of the two distributions, each of which has pairs  (1 /6$  l),  (1 /6 ,  2), 
If, 
(1/6, 3), (1 /6 ,  4), (1/6, 5), (1/6,  6) gives a d.istribution, after combining all 
pairs  with like outcomes: (1/36, 2), (2/36,  3),  (3/-36, 4), (4/36, 5), (5/36, 6),  
(6/36, 7),  (5/36, 8),  (4 /36 ,  9) ,  (3 /36 ,  l o ) ,  (2/36, 11), (1/36, 12). P a i r s  with 
like outcomes a r e  combined. b y  summing their  probabilities, Note that the convolute 
operation a s  d.efined h e r e  is  mly applicable to  independ.ent distributions. 
3 
Product: 
that each pair  of the one distribution (pi, Ri) i s  combined with each pair  of the 
second (qj, Q.) to fo rm a new distribution with pa i r s  (p. q., imax (Ri, Qj)) for 
every possible combination of i and. j ,  where xnax (Ri, Qj) i s  equal to the larger  
The product i s  a combination of two independent distributions such 
J 1 J  
of Ri and Q 
i s  the distribution of a compound event whose outcomes a r e  the maximum outcome 
between the two events and. whose associated probabilities a r e  the product of the 
probabilities associated with the original event outcomes. The product of the 
distributions of the above die casting events i s  (1/36, I ) ,  (31'36, Z), ( 5 / 3 6 ,  3 ) ,  
( 7 / 3 6 ,  4), (9/36,  5), ( l l l 3 6 ,  6) .  Again pa i r s  with like outcomes have been com- 
This new distribution, the product of the twd original distributions, 
j *  
bined. into a single pair  by summing their  probabilities, The procluc't operation 
i s  a l so  d.efined. only f o r  ind.epend.ent distributions. 
2.2 MODE LING THE LAUNCH OPERATION 
2 .2 .  1 - Equipment 
The most  basic element in the model i s  the equipment. An equipment i s  
any hardware i tem required. for  the launch operation. It can be a system, sub- 
system, etc. , in short ,  any hard.ware i tem for which a single failure ra te  and 
repair  t ime can be ascertained. I f i t  is not possible to ass ign 'a  failure r a t e  and 
repair  time, the analyst mus t  consid.er other levels of the configuration, where 
such equipment parameters  can be defined. The model assumes that all equip- 
ments have an exponential distribution of t ime to  failure and that, upon failure, 
the repair  time, fo r  the equipment is a fixed, d.etermined., value, The equipment 
4 
repair  time R i s  d.efined a s  the time from equipment failure until restoration 
to ful l  operating status; hence, it includes such procedures a s  diagnosis, isolation, 
repair ,  and res ta r t .  Und.er the assumption of an exponential failure d.istribution 
the probability of t h e  equipment failing n times in a period. of t ime t i s  given by 
the Poisson distribution: (hn 'e' where is the equipment failure rate.  
Given these two assumptions the distribution of total repair  i s  given a s :  
the pairs  for n -t 1 o r  more  failures have probability less  than e and a r e  omitted.. 
The model assumes  that each equipment railure distribution i s  ind.ependent of a l l  
others,  and that no equipment can fail  when turned off. 
for redundant equipments, such. i tems must  be combined into one equipment with 
a recomputed 
The model has  no provision 
assigned to  the totality of redundant i tems. 
The equipment i s  fundamental to the model since the only failures considered 
a re  equipment failures and all d.elays in the launch operation a r e  directly d.ue to 
equipment repairs .  Hence, i f  one wishes to account f o r  human failure in the 
mod.el, it mus t  be done in t e r m s  of equipment failure, i. e. 
in malfunction which i s  interpreted. a s  a simple equipment failure. 
human failure results 
Where human 
failure i s  an important element in equipment failure the final failure ra te  assigned 
to the equipment should. account for it. 
2 .2 .  2 Functions 
The launch operation comprises  a l a rge  nuniber of activities. These 
activities a r e  necessary  to the completion of functions, The function i s  defined 
i ts the simultaneous operation of a set of equipments for  a fixed. period. of time. 
5 
If, during that period of time, any of these equipments fail, function completion 
i s  delayed. Each function must  operate for some fixed t ime t; i f  the function 
operation is interrupted. by some equipment failure, then after repair ,  the 
function need. only operate until the total fixed. t ime t has  been recorded. 
Computationally, a function is a distribution resulting f rom the convolution of 
i t s  constituent equipment d.istributions each of which have a t ime parameter  
equal to the lunction operating time t, 
to define a single function consisting of equipments with different operating 
times. 
each of which contains only equipments with equal operating times. 
The model does not allow the analyst 
Xf such a function is required it must be segmented into subfunctions, 
Note that 
the model only utilizes the function's operating time, not its s t a r t  and. stop time. 
The definition of a function a s  a convolution of equipments requires that in case  
of equipment failure all other equipments in the function a r e  turned off during 
repair  of that equipment. Without this as sumption, all nonfailing equipments 
would be required. to operate f o r  an add.itiona1 t ime equal to the total repair  time 
for the function. 
2.2. 3 Interrelations Among Functions 
Each separate  equipment required. in t h e  launch operation serves  i t s  role 
in the model through the vehicle of its distribution of repair  t ime (it will be seen 
la te r  that an equipment can a l so  influence the model results through i t s  availability). 
Equipment distributions are convoluted to fo rm a function distribution of repair  
time. Function distributions in turn a r e  combined, to account for the more  complex 
interrelations among activities of the launch operation. After the functions have 
6 
been r J c . f I J c l - + ,  the only further analysis i s  that concerned with their combination. 
No fu d j i t $  'consideration need be given to equipments, ' 
C;/tiici*:.ning functional in te r  r elati ons hip s , it should be und e r  s too d that 
the fur!{ ~~~~~~s that a r e  interrelated must be statistically independent. If the 
c o n d i t ~ t ~ f i  fF ndependence i s  not met ,  the model wil l  give answers that may not 
be vaSir1. . t i  so  fa r  a s  possible, each defined function should be independent 
of o t h G t ' t 4  k t  where an unresolvable condition a r i s e s ,  certain measures  can be 
taken $0  iL1eviate the condition. 
one Pdfrc:l.A% can be dependent upon another i s  through the imutual sharing of an 
equiplcttZ.,t Ebwever, even when two functions share  the same equipment their 
depencjfiflC4 may be minor in all cases  except where they must  operate simul- 
tanecrri~jIy. In such cases ,  the a rb i t ra ry  removal of an equipment from one of the 
funct;i/Ili@ ?:lay be  required to prevent e r ro r .  
from 
probf.blj'lp It i s  difficult to prescr ibe cures  f o r  this problem in advance. The 
Within the conditions of the model, the only way 
Removing the c o m o n  equipments 
s:nctions to  form a new function may provide a good anEwer to the 
judgrficsfjt b d  the analyst i s  the best  guid,e here ,  but some solutions fo r  special 
c a s e s  '11113 b e  suggested la ter  in this section. 
3 ,  %, 4 The Holdpoint 
' f  3 key to a l l  interrelations among functions is the holdpoint. 
a r e  d # r t ~ H t f  boints of time in the launch sequence at which certain functions -must 
have {,6j/'ftC,feted their  required, activities o r  an unscheduled hold must  be called. 
E v e r y  f14ckf3ki0n in the launch operation can be related to a holdpoint. A group 
of funfAjWla which have a common holdpoint are called a holdpoint se t  and a r e  
Holdpoints 
7 
said. to  be "governed" by that holdpoint. Each holdpoint s e t  i s  considered. to  
be ind,epend.ent of every other holdpoint set .  
sum of a l l  holds which have been recorded. at each holdpoint, except those which 
The delay at  launch, then, i s  the 
occurred pr ior  to a scheduled, hold and. wh.ose sum was therefore reduced by an 
amount equal. to.the.lengtli of the schedued hold. There are two other t ime points 
in' the launch sequence which must a l so  be considered a s  holdpoints. The f i r s t  is 
0 
'cl.i,e nominal launch time, t h e  second those points a t  which 
inally begin. 
2 . 2 .  5 Slack Time 
scheduled holds aom-i 
S0m.e functions may have a period of t ime following the nominal completion 
of €unction activities which i s  available to per form equipment repair  o r  complete 
unfinished function activities. Such a period of t ime i s  slack time. The model 
utilizes slack t ime by subtracting it from the various repair  t imes in the function 
d.istribution and. setting to  zero  those resulting values which are  negative. If 
the slack t ime i s  g rea t e r  than o r  equal to  all possible combinations of repair  
times then, a t  the termination of slack time, no d.elay due to this function will 
. ?  ' 
I 
remain. In other words, slack will  have l'absorbed." a l l  d.elay due to failure in 
this function. In those cases  where some o r  al l  of the repair  combinations a r e  
greater  than the slack time, the delay resulting will be less  by an amount eqm1 
to the slack time. In some cases  where negative values result ,  these negatives 
will  be saved. a s  surplus slack t o  be used in a special computation, 
2 . 2 . 6  Convolution of Functions 
Two ind.ependent functions may be related in that one can coIYunence only 
if the other has completed. all i ts  activities. Then, i f  the second nominally starts 
8 
when the f i r s t  nominally ends, tlie model computes the distribution of the two 
together a s  the convolution of their individ.ua1 distributions. 
any delay due to repair  in the f i r s t  is  added to any delay fo r  repair  in t l ie  second,. 
If slack time i s  found. between two such functions, then a convolution of the two 
In other words, 
d.istributions is mad.e after the f i r s t  has had its slack subtracted.. The convolution 
operation can, of course, be applied. to any two distributions no matter  how many 
functions a r e  represented o r  how complex their  interrelations. In such cases  
t h e  meaning i s  the same a s  f o r  a simple pair  of functions. 
2. 2. 7 
Another relation betwken two ind,ependent functions a r i s e s  when there a r e  
The Product of Functions 
I_ 
activities following the two which must  wait until botli of the functions have 
completed. their activities. 
these two functions to express this relationship. 
The model uses  the product of the distributions of 
This product gives the distribu- 
tion of t h e  maximum delay due to equipment kepairs. Jus t  as for the convolution 
the product can be made between any set of functions. 
To clarify how the operations convolution and prod.uct, together with slack 
can combine functions t o  obtain a distribution of hold. t ime a t  a hold.point, an 
example may be useful; In Figure 11-1 is illustrated. a s e t  of functions governed 
by 1iold.point HPN. The horizontal solid lines represent  functions fi and. the length 
of t h e s e  lines is proportional to the function operating time, The horizontal 
d.otted. lines represent slack t ime si. The vertical  solid lines that connect non- 
concurrent activities, represent  the convolution operation; when connecting 
concurrent activities, they indicate that the product operation is to be performed.. 
9 
10 
If two activities to be convoluted a r e  separated by a's-lack, the vertical  lines 
a r e  left "hanging" as shown between f 9 
convolute, x product, a n d  letting Di represent  the distribution of repair  time 
U s i n $  the symbols: ~c to  mean lo '  and f 
fo r  function fi, &.e distribution of hold.time DI-TPN ' f o r  holdpoint HPjV can be 
d.eveloped. in t h e  foliowing manner:  
L 
$6 D :k D4 ::e D5 I C1 = D2 3 
c2 
= (D6 x D7) >$ D8 
Cg = (D9 - sz) : DlO 
C4 ( (C,  x C 3 )  'k Dll )  - s 3  
= D1 x C1 x C4 =HPN 
This expression f o r  DHPN i s  cor rec t  because the hold at HPN is equal to the 
longest delay among function f l ,  complex c 
f l  gives a delay of 1 hour, c l  2 hours and c4 I. 5 hours, then t he  hold. is for  2 
hours not 4, 5 houis  o r  any other combination of t h e  three t imes,  
and complex c4, For example, i f  1' 
2.2. 8 Availability 
In the foregoing analysis it has  been assumed. Ehat function activities 
could, always s t a r t  on sched,ule. This assumption i s  valid i f  none of t h e  equip- 
rnents required. f o r  fie function were  in repair  at  the sched.ulecl start time. 
Since fie model assumes that no equipment can fail when it i s  in  nonoperating 
status, an equipment required by  a function can be in repair  at function s t a r t  
t ime only if it were  turned on pr ior  to function s t a r t  and then experienced a failure, 
When it i s  possible for  an equipment to be in  repair  a t  function s t a r t  time its 
availability ais tribution must  be developed. Given the equipment failure rate 
11 
and the elapsed time between equipment turn on and. function star! the equipment's 
availability, d can be computed. Details concerning the computation are given 
in the Mathematical Appendix, 
tion that i f  the equipment is in repair ,  the function start time will be delayed for 
Making the conservative and simplifying assump- 
a time equal to the equipment repair  time R, the distribution of s t a r t  t ime d.elay 
due to the unavailability of an equipment i s  given by the pa i r s :  
i. e . ,  there is a probability, that there i s  no d.elay, and. a probability, 1 - M  , 
a d.elay of R. When more  than one equipment could cause a d.elay in function 
s tar t ,  the product of their individual availability distibtitions i s  computed giving 
their total distribution, The product is required. since the total delay due to  all 
these equiprnents is no worse than longest single repair  t ime among all the 
equiprnents. This total availability d.is tribution is  then convolu.ted. with the function 
distribution, resulting in  a new fmction distridution which i s  henceforth employed 
in die mod.el computations. 
t 
2 . 2 .  9 Problems of Function Depend,ence 
Earlier,  it was stated. that the convolution and. product operations could. be 
Moreover, it was seen that insofar a s  applied. to ind.ependent dis'tributioiis only, 
function distributions were concerned, they would be independ.ent except where 
they simultaneously shared the same equipment. 
periods of the launch operation, equipments a r e  simultaneously shared by two o r  
more  functions; special. care must  be taken in  the use  of the convolution and 
product operations with respect  to these functions or  an  e'rror will  resul t  that 
may be significant. 
It will be seen that in many 
12 
Essentially, a l l  the analyst needs to do to avoid the problems presented 
by equipment d.uplication i s  to  mere ly  remove the d.uplication. 
to the problem i s  a s  simple a s  that, but unfortunately this simplistic solution 
Often the solution 
may lead to other e r r o r s  which can be nearly a s  serious a s  the one which i s  
being avoid.ed.. Within the limitations of the model, there  is sometimes no 
completely co r rec t  way of treating equipment duplication. A simple example 
will i l lustrate some problems encountered.. 
f2 and. f3 as shown below, operate concurrently for equal t imes.  
Suppose that three functions, f l ,  
Each i s  
H P N  
time- 
terminated by the same hold.point HPN. If these functions were ind.ependent, 
fhe combined. effect of the three would. be given by the prod.uct of their distributions. 
Sowever, they a r e  not ind.epend.ent since f consists of equipments groups A and 1 
D; f groups B, D, and. E; f3 groups C and. E. If one were  to  take a simple prod.uct, 2 
the resulting distribution would. have probabilities which, would be the same a s  if 
the actual operating t ime of equipment groups D and. E were doubled. Such an 
e r r o r  could. lead. to the conclusion that equipment groups D and E were much 
la rger  contributors to launch d.elay than actually warranted. 
resul t  can be removed by taking equipment group D out of f l  and E out of f3, and 
then producting, 
repair  time from both'A and D a r e  of cr i t ical  importance to the final result, the 
This undesirable 
Now'all the probability te rms  a r e  correct ,  but i f  sums of 
13 
analyst will be mos t  unhappy with this "solution" since no such sums of repair  
t ime will appear in the final distribution. Fo r  such a case  the analyst  could 
choose to leave D in f l ,  but remove i t  f r o m  fi; but then he has lost  Combinations 
of repair  between B and D. There a re  other possible approaches to the problem 
of duplication presented by this example, but they all lead to some falsification 
of-reality. This being Wie case, the analyst  must choose that solution-which, for  
him, is most  cor rec t ,  His decision may have a highly subjective basis,  hut as  
long as i t  is made in full knowledge of the problem, he a t  l eas t  has an idea of the 
e r r o r  resulting f rom his  choice. 
2 .2 .  10 The Time F r a m e  
The problems of function dependency make necessary  the introduction of 
the t imeframe concept into the model. These problerras arise in situations such 
................... . . . . . . .  _ _  .... .... . . . as illustrated below. . .  ~ 
After interrelations among functions which a r e  governed by a single holdpoint 
have been defined., it is found that f is governed, by HP2 and f2 i s  governed. by 1 
HP3. 
the launch sequence, f l  and. fi, which have common equipment, run simultaneously 
It is a l so  found that when each holdpoint is  placed in its proper  order  in 
for  a period of time. Note that HP3 has no effect with respect  to f l ,  i f  it d.i'd then 
the dashed line (representing slack) would. be terminated at HP3. Since this 
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problem d.oes a r i se ,  it i s  useful to consicier t imeframes which a r e  mere ly  the 
time spa11 between successive hold.points. Z2ch function must be examined. to 
d.etermine if i t  operates outside of the tirfieirarne associated with i ts  hold.point, and 
if  so, any additional equipment duplication which i s  encountered there must be 
treated.. Hence, it i s  necessary to associate  ;unctions with their t imeframes a s  
well a s  with their hold.point to ensure complete identification of function depend,ence. 
Every function which operates in t imeframes other than the one terminated by 
i t s  governing hold.point mus t  have its dependency problems resolved. in each of 
these timeframes separately, yet its distribution is accounted. f o r  only a t  its 
governing holdpoint. 
2.2.  11 Combining Hold.point Distributions 
The combining of functions each with a comrnon governing holdpoint. 
y i e lds  a d.istribution of hold. t ime for each launch sequence hold.paint. Each of 
these d.istributions i s  convoluted to succes siv’e hold. time distributions starting 
with the ear l ies t  and. accumulating a distribution of the combined hold. time. 
The effect of scheduled. ho1d.s are consid,ered as they occur in the sequence. 
These scheduled holds operate on the accumulated distribution of hold t ime 
exactly as  slack time operates 0;: 2. ?:1*Yc$ion distribution. 
distributions and scheduled holds have been combined. into one distribution, the 
, I  
When al l  hold point 
> r^ 
I ’  
d.istribution of d,elay a t  launch i s  obtained.. This d.i%tribution is  a list of a l l  
possible delays at launch with their associated probabilities of occurrence. 
This final distribution is the complete evaluation of what delays a t  launch m a y  
resul t  f rom equipment failure during the launch operation. 
of d.elay at launch, one may determine the probability of launch within a given 
Given the distribution 
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wind.ow b y  comparing the window size with the d.elay terms in the distribution 
and surnrning tlie probabilities of those delay terms less than o r  equal to the 
launch wind.ow, 
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX 
MA THEiMRTICAL APPENDIX 
'The mathematical model begins i ts  analysis a t  tihe eqyiprnent level, 
Equipments a r e  those basic hardware elements which define the hardware aspects 
of each function in the launch operation. 
at any level of complexity, e. g . ,  piece par t ,  component, subsystem, o r  system, 
for which reliability and maintainability data a r e  available. 
mat ter  how coinplex the equipment it i s  considered to have either a single failure 
mode and a iixed repair  t ime for that failure, o r  multiple failure modes each with 
the same fixed repair  time. 
equipment under consideration, then this equipment must be redefined into 
subparts for  which these conditions d o  hold. 
characterized by a fai lure  r a t e  and a fixed repair  time. 
from the use of failure r a t e s  that the distribution of t ime to failure for each 
equipment i s  assumed to be exponential. 
An equipment may be defined 
However, no 
If either of these conditions does not  hold f o r  the 
Each equipment then will  be 
It i s  evident 
The assumption of exponentiality is  mad.e because it i s  customary, reasonable, 
and convenient. 
so little is known of the distribution of repair  time in  this d.omain that any .other 
The assumption of fixed. repair  t ime i s  primarily made because 
assumption i s  presumptious; this assumption also results in mathematical 
and programming simplifications. 
Suppose that an equipment has a ' fa i lure  ra te  and. a repair  time R; then I;he 
t ime to  failure has  a density: 
Xe- Ax (1) x 9 0  
i. e., the exponential density, And the probability of n equipment failures in  a 
A-  1 
total  operating t ime t is: 
n =  0 , 1 , Z , 3 , . . . 1  
i. e, , the Poisson Distribution. Consequently the probability 
that the total repair  t ime during a total operating time t equals nR is given b y  
(2)  and the probability that this total repair time equals some nonintegral 
multiple of R is  zero. The distribution of repa i r ' t ime f o r  this equipment can be 
characterized b y  a sequence of pairs  whose members  a r e  total repair  time nR 
and the probability of occurrence qn (as defined. by (2 ) ) :  
terminated whenever qndd, where .& i s  chosen to  suit the needs of the analyst. 
For any reasonably reliable equipment, i. e .  I equipment which is at least  50% 
reliable, such truncation of the sequence a s su res  the analyst that the probability 
of the occurrence of any of the omitted. total repair t imes is  less than 6 ,  
A function m a y  b e  considered as the sum of i ts  constituent equipments 
i, e . ,  the number of function 
delay due to  these fai lures  i s  the sum of a l l  equipment repair  times. 
assumption implies that if one of the  constituent equipments of a function fails ,  then 
no other constituent equipment can fai l  during the repair  time. This would be true 
i f  a l l  equipments within a €unction were turned off ,  (not exposed to operational 
s t r e s s )  during repair  of one o f t h e  equipments, and that turned off equipment 
cannot fail, This assumption i s  made throughout the following analysis. 
failures i s  the sum of equipment failures and the 
This 
. 
A-2 
Given *ese assumptions, the distribution of function delay time can be obtained 
by  t h e  convolution of equipment repair  time distributions of the form ( 3 ) .  If 
equipment i has a distribution: 
(5) (qjot 01, (qjlt Rj), e * * 0 e * (SLj,, mRj),  
e. 
then the convolution of (4) and (5) results in a distribution: 
- 
D2m+l = Ri t mRj, . . . . , Pn(mt1)-i-l - qin’ qjo’ 
= nRi f mR.. In words, the probabilities p a r e  Cnt- 1) (In+ 1 ) J i D 
developed from the product of all possible pairs  of probabilities qi and q 
j ,  
and the Di a r e  equal to the sum of the corresponding repair  t imes.  A s  
A - 3  
previously discussed for  distribution ( 3 )  t e rms  in (6)  can be eliminated 
whenever pi 4 
When m o r e  than two equiprnents constitute a €unction, their  distributions a r e  ~ 
convoluted one at  a t ime with expression (6),giviiig a new se t  of pi and Di 
which in turn i s  convoluted with the next equipment distribution until. all 
equipments have been c on s i d  e r  e d  . 
where e-' i s  chosen to suit the requirements of the problem. 
A function may have a period of time following the nominal completion 
o l  its tasks which is available for the function to use without either causing 
launch holds o r  delay in any other function. Such a t ime period, slack time, 
can be used to complete repair  and finish function tasks after equipment 
failure. Given such a slack time, S, all function delay t imes not greater  
than S a r e  effectively zero since such delay can neither cause delays in 
other functions o r  launch holds; in other words the slack time S absorbs 
all delays not grea te r  than S. Moreover, all delays greater  than S are  
reduced by an amount equal to S, hence, given a slack t ime S and. a distribution 
*of delay t ime (po, Do), (p l )  D1), (p2, D2), . . , the resulting distribution of 
I I I 
delay time after accounting for  slack is then (po, Dol), (pl, D1 ), (p2, D 2 ) $  
I . . . . where Di = Di - S except that D l  = 0 i f  D i  - S 4 0. 
Suppose that there  a re  n independent functions f l ,  f2,  , . , . I fn 
Fo r  each of these functions the 
- .  
each of which have the same hold point. 
distribution of; delay time has been determined after accounting for slack time. 
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Consider two of these functionrs, fi andfj, with the distribution of 
delay tii-ne a t  the hold point given. by, 
and. 
respectively. To obtain the distsibutiuri of delay time at the hold point 
due to  the combined effect of these two [unctions, the product of these 
two distributions i s  required which givcrl the distribution of the maximum 
where the p. are defined as  fox (6)  but the H, a r e  defined. as:  
1 1 
I I 1 = wax (D D: 1, . . . s’.12m+l = max (Dil, D .  ), 
mS 2 il’ j1 Jm 
H 
1 I I 
= D  H = max (D D. ) y  .. . . ,  
’ * ’ 3 Hn(m+l)+l in’ n(n1.t-1) -1-2 in’ j1 
H(ntl)(m+l) = max (DI , Dim), in The function max (a, b) is defined 
a s  the maximum of a and b. Here, as lor  the convolution, additional 
distributions can be combined with ( 9 ) #  one by one, finally obtaining the distri-  
bution of the maximum delay among all, functions f o r  the hold point, i. e . ,  
the distribution of hold time. 
allowable e r r o r  can be utilized to reduce distribution (9)  to a. tractable size. 
A s  f o r  (3) and (6)y a previously specified 
A - 5  
The normal operation mode of a launch operation function is based 
upon the assumption that each equipment required by the function i s  turned 
on a t  the instant that the function commences. However, on occasion some of 
the equipment required. by a function may actually have been in operation pr ior  
to  function s t a r t  time. 
equipment may have failed pr ior  to  i t s  required use by the function and be in 
Under these circumstances i t  i s  possible that an 
repair  a t  function s t a r t  time. A s  a consequence, the hnct ion start  t ime is  delayed 
until equipment repair  is  completed.. The probability that an equipment i s  
available, i. e .  that the equipment not be i n  repair  when it is required, is  
generally given by: 
. where 1 is the equipment failure ra te  and R is its repair  time. This equation 
f o r  availability a.ssumes a stead,y state  condition, i. e , ,  the equipment was turned 
on a “long“ t ime ago and has consequently passed through many repair  episodes 
by the t ime it i s  required. In the launch operation this steady state assumption 
is  ra re ly  representative of the reality; actually the t ime to turn on i s  usually 
much l e s s  that the mean time to failure. 
greatly under estimates the t rue equipment availability; therefore, an exact 
evaluation of availability mus t  be made which i s  not dependent on a steady state 
a s  sumption. 
In these circumstances,  equation (10) 
Suppose an equipment is required at t ime t and. was las t  known to be in 
0 
operation at t ime to-t; then the probability that the equipment is available a t  
t ime to i s  : 
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where n is the la rges t  integer such that nR4t. The first t e r m  on the right sid.e 
of (11) i s  the probability of no failure pr ior  to to, the second. one failure and I 
repair  pr ior  to to, the last n failures and repairs  pr ior  to’ to. Each term 3 
of equation (11) i s  a Poisson probability which can be  interpreted., in the 
particular ca se  of m failures,  a s  the probability of m failures in t ime 
.I; - mR when a failure ra te  is  specified.. 
Once a i s  determined for equation ( l l ) ,  the distribution.of delay 
in function star! time due to equipment availability is given below: 
(12) (a, 01, (1 - a, R) ,  
i. e . ,  probability a of no delay, probability 1 - a of a delay of time R. This 
distribution i s  a conservative simplification of the t rue  distribution of delay 
t ime which i f  employed in its full detail would. complicate the model beyond 
practicality. 
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111 USING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A f t e r  the analyst has defined each launch operation equipment in t e r m s  of 
its failure rate a n d  repair  t ime, defined each function in terins of its constituent 
equipments I interrelated each function with other functions and i ts  holdpoint, 
and defined the order  and relations among holdpoints, he i s  prepared to use  t he  
computer p rogram to c a r r y  the computational burden of determining launch-in- 
window probabilities. 
and control data, a code defining function interrelations for each holdpoint, and 
a code defining the interrelations among holdpoints. 
the distribution of launch delay and the  probability of launch-in-window for each 
window input. The program can also output, under u s e r  control, any distribution 
c ompu t e d d u r in g p r o g r am ex e c u ti on, 
The p rogram requires  input consisting of parametr ic  
In turn, the program outputs 
,3.1 I N P U T  DATA 
Input d.ata is organized. into two groups: nominal ca se  d.ata and. modification 
,case d a t a .  
In the following paragraphs the general  purpose of this d a t a  will be 
considered first a f te r  which specifie-2arameter limitations and card formats  
. I  % will  be fully treated.. 
Nominal ca se  da ta ,  a s  the name indicates, consists of the standard o r  
bes t  estimate values of the launch operation parameters .  
requires  seven groups of nominal d a t a :  
The computer program 
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1, Equipment parameters  consisting of an equipment id.entification 
' number, a failure ra te ,  and a repair  time for every,equipment in the launch 
ope ration. 
2 .  Function equipment l is ts  which for  each function in the launch operation 
consists of the function id.entification number followed by ,the identification 
nui%ber of each equipment required. for  the function. Each equipment ID in 
this l ist  mus t  have previously appeared. in the equipment parameter set .  
3. Slack times consisting of an  ID and, a time for  each slack time and 
sched.uled hold, in the launch operation. . 
4. 
computations. 
Wind.ows for  which the u s e r  requires  launch-ia-wind.ow probability 
5. E r r o r  control d a t a  consisting ,of an allowable probability e r r o r  and 
an allowable repair  t ime e r r o r .  For any coniputation involving distributions, 
the computer program wil l  compare any probability developed, against the 
allowable probability e r r o r ,  if the computed probability i s  l ess  than the allowable, 
it i s  omitted. f rom the resul t .  A nonzero allowable probability e r r o r  is required 
by the program since some computations will not terminate i f  i t  i s  given a s  
zero.  
not choose a very smal l  allowable probability eri:or since the smaller  i t  i s  
Moreover, unless F&crci .iti come compelling reason to  do  so, one should 
" + -* 
- '  . 
choosen, the larger  t h e  number of t e rms  pe r  distribution. Large distributions 
can be disadvantageous in that they, (1) may  become too la rge  for the available 
computer storage, and, (Z), b y  being la rge  their  use in computation can comsume 
exc e s s ive computer time. 
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One can judge whether this e r r o r  has been chosen wisely by examining the 
distribution of delay a t  launch output by the computer. 
d.elays (the largest  probability printed.) i s  consid.erably less  than 1 then a lower 
If the probability of a l l  
allowable e r r o r  may be d.esirable; i E  it i s  much closer to 1 than seems necessary,  
then a larger  allowable error will be more economic. Whatever this choice of 
allowable e r r o r ,  i t  can be overrid.den by the introduction of a.different value 
at any point in the computation where the user  feels that it i s  warranted. 
user  might initially se t  the  allowable probability e r r o r  to 5 x 10 
The 
- 6  which has 
'been found. satisfactory fo r  mos t  purposes. 
The allowable repair  t ime e r r o r  was specifica1l)r d.esigned to reduce the 
number of t e rms  in d.istributions. This i s  accomplished. by talung tlie weighted. 
(with respect to their probability) average of any two repairs  in tlie same dis t r i -  
,bution i f  the ratio of the two repair  t imes d.oes no t  differ from 1, by more  than 
the allowable repair  t ime error, The two original repairs  a r e  then replaced by 
this average and. the two separate probabilities a r e  replaced. by their sum. This 
term reduction serves  a useful purpose so long as the analyst can decid,e that 
there  a r e  possible d.ifferences among repairs  which a re  too insignificant to be 
worth the ad.ditiona1 computer time to keep them d.istinct. 
repair  e r ro r ,  unlike allowable probability e r r o r ,  a zero value i s  permitted 
In case  of allowable 
__ ? , > . .  
. > <  >>'<... . 
though n.ot recommend.ed. 
found. to be acceptable. 
In the pas t  an e r r o r  of i. e . ,  lO70, has been 
6. Repair time increment flags a r e  a se t  of ID numbers for those 
equipments which a r e  to have their repair  time incremented by a fixed a-mount 
at some point(s) of the launch sequence, Since this capability is not always 
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required, these flags a r e  I I C I ~  a necessary  par t  of the nominal data se t ,  The 
point a t  which this increrncirlation takes place will be specified by the user  
in the code defining interrelttl.i.On~ among holdpoints which will be detailed 
la ter  in this section. 
7 .  P r i n t  flags control the optional prints available to the user .  
allow the user  to  priiit any distribution computed by the program, 
These 
prints 
i s  inconvenient, however, ttr remove a pr int  if it i s  not needed f o r  some particular 
data se t  and it i s  wasteful of computer t ime to print superfluous information. 
Hence it i s  useful to have a tii.mple means of suppressing prints when they a r e  
not desired.  
pr int  be in go status beforc printing proceeds. 
fuiiction, the f i r s t  print  flat; Ims an additional use  which enables one to  choose the 
s e t  of holdpoints which a r e  IC)  be a par t  of the distribution of delay at launch. The 
purpose and mealzs of activaling this option will be detailed la ter .  
i t  
This purposc i t ;  served b y  requiring that the print  flag for each 
Beyond this print  suppression 
Modificatioil ca se  dat;it a s  the name indicates, i s  designed to permi t  
convenient modification of 11o.tninal data. 
ca ses  (including none) a s  ai"? desired.  
The user  m a y  run a s  many modification 
Each modification case i s  completely 
independent of every other modification case,  f o r  the mod.ification acts  only 
upon the nominal case (excepting pr int  f lags).  
read in, the data fo r  computation i s  made up of the nominal ca se  a s  well a s  
tliose changes called for  by the modification case.  
tion and pr ior  to reading the next modification case,  the nominal data se t  is 
restored. to its unmodified state (excepting print  flags). 
After the modification case i s  
Upon completion of computa- 
The modification case  
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simplifies the determination of the effect of slack. time and. equipment parameter 
changes upon launch-in-window probabilities, 
wind.ow as  well a s  the change in those probabilities from the nominal data set, 
i s  automatically output f o r  each se t  of modification d.ata. 
consists of three groups: 
The probability of launch-in- 
Modification data 
1. P r in t  flags which have the same nature and. effect that they had f o r  
the nominal case.  
tion set ,  in that a 
Pr in t  flags differ f rom the other d.ata groups in the niodifica- 
complete se t  of f lags must  be input for each data set .  
2. Slack times a r e  input in the mod.ification se t  just  a s  they a r e  in  the 
The computer program employs these times to replace those in nominal set. 
the nominal case  which have the same ID. 
d.etermine the effect of sched.uled. hold. o r '  slack changes upon launch-in-window 
probability. 
,function ear l ie r  ( later)  in the launch sequence, hence it is a convenient way of 
This feature can be employed. to 
An increa-se (d,ecrease) in slack time i s  equivalent to  starting a 
determining the effect upon launch probability of changing function s t a r t  time, 
3 ,  Equipment parameter  multiplicative factors a r e  input to enable the 
u s e r  to separately modify equipment failure ra tes  and. repair  times. These 
factors a r e  input along with an ID s o  that the equipment with the same ID in the 
nominal case  can have i ts  parameters  changed. by replacing the original para-  
meters  by parameters  which a r e  equal to the original multiplied, by these factors. 
In this way the user  can d.etermine the effects upon launch-in-wind.ow probabilities 
of changes in equipment reliability o r  maintain ability. 
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3 . 2  INPUT DATA .DECK SPECIFICATIONS 
The computer prograin input d.ata punched card. deck i.s organized. into 
one and only one Nominal Data Set followed by a s  many Modification Data 
Sets as a r e  required. The Nominal Data Set consists of seven (7) data subsets 
in the following sequence. Data card. format i s  i l lustrated' in Figure 111-1, 
1. Equipment Pa rame te r s  
For each equipment in the launch operation, an ID number 1s n 53000, 
an hourly failure ra te  times lo6,  and a repa i r  t ime in hour units is input. 
This data i s  keypunched in  consecutive card colunms f o r  a total of. 5 fields 
p e r  card,,each held. containing: 
decimal point), (2) 6 columns f o r  the failure ra te  times10 (decimal point 
(1) 4 columns for an integer ID number (no 
6 
required.), and. ( 3 )  5 columns for  the repair  t ime (d,eciinal point required). 
This data need not be ord.ered. by ID number. If there  a r e  two or *more repetitions 
'of an ID number, only the parameters  associated. with the las t  ID read. in a r e  
used in the computation. The reading of equipment parameter  d.ata terminates 
'upon encountering the f i r s t  blank (or zero) equipment number; consequently 
the l a s t  equipment number in this data mus t  be blank (or  zero). 
2, Function Equipiment Lists 
Each launch operation function has a set  of equipments which a r e  required. 
for i ts  operation, these a r e  input in a function equipment l i s t  consisting o f  a 
function ID number l & k 5 5 0 0  and f o r  each equipment associated with that 
function, an equipment ID nuniber 1 $ n  $3000.  This'data i s  keypanched. 
in consecutive card  columns with the f i r s t  3 colurnns containing an integer 
function number (no decimal point) followed by up to 19 four column f i e l d s  
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2 3  
con'iaining integer (no decimal point) equipment ID numbers. 
requires more  than 19  equipments, a s  many additional cards  a s  required 
If a function 
x.nsy be input by merely repeating the function ID number and. continuing the 
* 
equipment ID numbers, The processing of t h e  whole list of functions terininates 
i f ,  and, only i f ,  a blank (or zero)  function number is read. The xnaximum size 
of &is l i s t  is  7, 500 equipment numbers, including duplicates. P r i o r  to processing, 
these cards  must be sorted. b y  increasing function number. 
3 .  Slack Times 
Up to 500 slack o r  scheduled, hold tii-nes in units of one hour can be input. 
6 
']%is d a t a  is keypunched in consecutive card columns for a total  of 11 fields 
per card each field. containing; 3 c o l u m s  for an integer (no decimal point) 
slack ID nwmber and 4 columns for a slack time (decimal point required) in 
units of one hour), '  Reading of these cards  will terminate i f ,  and only i f ,  a 
blank (or  zero) slack ID number i s  encountered. 
1 . j ~  slack number, but no slack number greater  than 500 will be  accepted. 
Identical slack numbers a re  input, only the l as t  number  encountered is effective. 
This data need mot be ordered 
When 
4. Windows 
The probability of launch-in-window i s  computed for up t o  eight different 
These eight window lengths a r e  input in units of one hour on one windows. 
data card only, with 10 columns pe r  window (a d.ecima1 point required). 
If less  than eight windows are  input, a window of zero length will 
automatically be added to the se t  of window lengths. If no windows 
a r e  desired a blank card must be  entered in 'che deck. 
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5. E r r o r  Cont ro l  
required by subroutines FUNSET, FUNCTN,  and I 'IkQCoN* 
two fields each ten card columns long in consecullvu 
column one. 
point required); the second, the allowable repair  I Il)lc error (decimal POillt 
required). 
This card. contains 
in card 
The f i r s t  field contains t h e  allowaZl1 LJ 1)  robability error (decimal 
A nonzero value must be given for t h ~ :  ~ 1 I j ~ w a b l e  probability e r r o r -  
6. Repair Time Increment Flags 
which have incremented repair  times. Each ca1'r.l rQ1zsists Of lieJds of 
four coluimis each, Each field contains an equipiri"'lk number (no point) 
.these flags are  no t  needed,, this blank card  is reqilirad, 
7. Pr in t  Flags 
When a CALL PRNT (n, x) i s  executed the l l l ' lL  print flag is if 
the number found. in the nth card c o l u m ,  i. e . ,  i f  (1115 card. cO1urnn is 
(or  zero) the print  associated with that flag will. 11;; @uPPressed* 
flags a r e  punched on one card,  hence no more  tl lnil  
A print flag input card. is required even i f  the cai'tl ba 
Al l  Print 
Print €lags are available* 
One Of 
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the print  flag card can be employed f o r  a purpose beyond. print  control, The 
integer n = 2, 3, 
will commence at entry point n in subroutine BLBOX. 
utilization of this variable entry is  explained. in Paragraph 3 .  6. 1. 
, 9 can be entered in column one indicating that computation 
The purpose and 
The modification data cases  allow the rnod.ifica’iion of print flags, slack 
A t imes,  and equipment parameters  previously input a s  nominal case data, 
Mod.ifica*iion Data Set consists of three ( 3 )  data subsets in the following sequence: 
1. Pr in t  Flags 
For  each mod.ification case,  one pr int  flag data card must be input. 
The format and. effect of this d.ata card. is a s  for the nominal case,  
2. Slack Times 
Up to 55 pairs  of slack times and. ID numbers (five data card.s) can be 
input in each mod.ification case.  The format  of this d.ata  i s  the same as  for 
the nominal case.  It a lso must  be terminated by  a blank (or zero)  ID number. 
The effect of this d.ata i s  to replace slack t imes a s  input in the nominal case 
by those in the modification case.  
ID numbers different than those in the modification case  will be uneffectecl 
Those slack t imes in the nominal case with 
by the modification. 
the slack times will be restored. to their  nominal case values, 
changes a r e  desired,  one blank card  must  be inser ted in the d.eck. 
When computation for  the modification case is completed, 
If no slack 
3 Equipment pa rame te r s  
There a r e  two options available to  modify nominal ca se  equipment 
parameters :  (1) up to 65 (13 d.ata card.s) selected. equipments can simultaneously 
have their parameters  modified. by multiplicative factors unique to each equipment, 
(2)  a single pair  of multiplicative factors can be employed in mod.ifying al l  
the parameters  of the nominal ca se  one, and only one, equipment a t  a time. 
These two options can be employed alone o r  together having the effect tliat the 
second. option will modify all equipment parameters  of fhe nominal ca se  one 
at a time, except those specified. in the f i r s t  option. 
The data card. format  for  these options i s  the same a s  for  nominal case  
equipment data, but instead. of failure ra te  and repair  time, multiplicative 
factors for each a r e  read in. These factors a r e  used. to modify the failure 
ra tes  and. repair  times a s  given by the nominal case.  Reading of option 1 data 
~ i s  terminated. by the first blank, zero,  o r  negative equipment number. A negative 
equipment number can be punched only in the first 4 card. columns. , This 
negative value signals an option 2 data card, with one pair  of multiplicative 
factors. 
more  option 1 cards  a r e  allowed. in the.case.  
A s  many consecutive option 2 card.s as desired can follow, but no 
Each single option 2 card will 
cause a complete launch-in-window probability computation to take place f o r  
each equipment in the nominal ca se  (except those given in option 1) with the 
parameters  modified b y  the factors on the option 2 card (one factor for  failure 
r a t e  and one fo r  repair  time). This means a complete cornput?tion with the 
first equipment modified after which this equipment will be restored to nominal 
values, then a computation with t h e  second. equipGent parameters  inodifie'd 
after which this equipment will be restored, then compute for the t h i r d .  equipment 
modified, etc. The equipment modiiication set i s  terminated by a blank card., 
after which the next modification base i s  executed. until no data cards  remain. 
If no equipment modification i s  desired,  these cards  may,be omitted except 
fo r  the blank card ,  
in Figure III- 2. 
A pictorial representation of the d.ata d.eck setup i s  given 
3 . 3  THE HOLDPOINT CODE 
For  each hold.point in the launch sequence the se t  of functions that i t  
governs and the interrelations among t hose  functions have been defined., It 
remains now to put these relations in a f o r m  acceptable to the computer. The 
vehicle employed. for this purpose i s  the FORTRAN subprogram. Although 
the user  will, in fact, c0d.e a FORTRAN subprogram, it i s  not required that 
he have an und.erstand.ing of FORTRAN a s  such even though he  will be  l1talkingl1 
FORTRAN. Let  there be no rnisunderstand.ing, however, the more  one knows 
about FORTRAN the better he  can wri te  a hold.point code. Hence, i f  one knows 
n o ' t h i n g  about FORTRAN it would be judicious i f  he learned a little about it 
o r  has someone at hand who d.oes und.erstand.'it. 
The u s e r ' s  task in writing a holdpoint cod.e,is to translate his knowled.ge 
of the interrelations among functions into FORTRAN statements,  These state- 
ments will normally consist  of a s e r i e s  of cal ls  to a set of FORTRAN subroutines 
specifically designed for the launch operation model. Each of these subroutines 
performs some computation required by tne model; hence, except for  the 
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problem of function d.epend.ence, it i s  relatively straightforward to t ranslate  
m o d e l  analysis into a sequence of subroutine calls.  A l l  these special  subroutines 
a r e  fully d.efined la ter ,  but a listing of the subroutines available for the ho1d.poin.l; 
c0d.e and. their  role in the  mod.el i s  of use her'e. 
AVAL 
D 
FUNCTN 
FUNSET 
IN F 
PRNT 
PROCON 
computes an equipment availability distribution. 
combines equiprnents to f o r m  a function distribution. 
operates exactly a s  FUNCTN except that all i ts  equipments 
a r e  excluded f r o m  any following FUNCTN or  FUNSET within 
the holdpoint subprogram. 
to simplify the removal of duplicate equipments. 
subtracts ( integrates) slack time. 
prints distributions, 
computes either the product o r  convolution of d.istributions. 
This subroutine was d.esigned 
A s  an il lustration of the manner  in which these subroutines a r e  employed., 
consider tlie example diagramed. in Figure 11-1 of Section 31. . This example, 
when prepared fo r  inclusion in the computer program, results in the following 
statements : 
C A L L  FUNCTN (1, 1 .7 ,  A, B, X l )  
Comment: 
. 
Data input has  previously assigned a se t  of equipments to 
function number 1. This function operates for  1. 7 hour s .  
A,  B a re  the input allowable probability e r r o r  and repair  
e r r o r  respectively. 
the function d.istribution. 
X1 is the name of the a r r a y  containing 
CALL FUNCTN (2, .4, A, B, x2) 
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CALL FUNCTN ( 3 ,  .2, A, B, x 3 )  
CALL PROCON (0, A ,  B, X 2 ,  X3, X 2 )  
Comment: The zero (0) in this calling sequence ind.icates that the 
convolution of the function d.istributions stored. in X2 
and X3 is stored. i n  X2 destroying the previous contents 
of x2.  
CALL FUNCTN (4, .2, A, B, X3) 
C A L L  PROCON (0, A, B, X2, X3, X 2 )  
C A L L  FUNCTN X3) 
Comment: Each s tore  in an a r r a y  destroys the previous contents 
of the a r r ay ;  hence, in this example, the distributions 
for  functions 3, 4, and. 5 were  successively stored.in 
X3 but oilly the las t  s tore  i s  effective in the following 
computation. 
C A L L  PROCON (0, A, B, X 2 ,  X3, X2) 
C A L L  I N F  (1, x3, 
Comment: The slack t ime identified a s  number 1 in the data 
input i s  subtracted from the  convolution of functions 
2, 3, 4, and 5 ic Y2 ZL& the resul t  i s  stored in a r r a y  
X3. The zero (0)'indicates 'chat af ter  subtraction, all 
negative values a r e  se t  to zero,  
CALL PROCON (1, A, By X1, X3, X1) 
Comment: The one (1) in this calling sequence indicates that the 
prod.uct of d.istributions in a r r ays  X1 and. X3 is  stored. in 
X1. 
HPN due to the combined. effect of functions 1 through 5 ,  
A r r a y  X1 now contains the distribution of hold. a t  
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CALL FUNCTN (6, ' 5 ,  .00001,  B, X2) 
Comment: F o r  this function the analyst  chose to  override the iizput 
probability e r ror  replacing A with Lhc actual  value 
desired in  tihe computation. In doing this the value of A 
is unaffected. 
CALL FUNCTN (7, .5, A, B, X3) 
CALL PROCON (1, A, B, X2, X3, X2) 
CALL FUNCTN (8, . 3 ,  A, B, X3) 
CALL PROCON (0, A, B, X2, X3, X4) 
CALL FUNCTN (9, .4, A, €3, X 2 )  
CALL INF ( 2 ,  X2, X2, 0 )  
Comment: One can s t o r e  the d,istribution resul-tiizg from the 
inclusion of slack into the array con.tslning the 
original distribution, d.estroying the original of 
course.  
CALL FUNCTN (10,  . 2 ,  A, B, X3) 
- .  Z" . .. I_  - . 
CALL PROCON. (0, A, B, X Z ,  X g j ,  X3) 
3. 
I. 
.-.- 
CALL PROCON (1, A, '  B, X3, X4, X3) 
CALL FUNCTN (11, .4, A, B, X2) 
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CALL PRNT (30, X2) 
Comment: The analyst was interested in examining the 
distribution of iunction 11, s o  he chose to print it 
id.entifying the distribution a s  number 30. 
print  flag 30 equals zero, printing i s  suppressed.. 
Array X2 i s  unchanged by f5is statement. 
If 
C A L L  PROCON (0, A, 
c, 
C A L L  INF ( 3 ,  X2, X2, 0)  
C A L L  PROCON ( I ,  A, B, X1, X2, FDISTN) 
Comment: The final distribution of  1iold.tirne for  each 
hold.point must  be stored in FDISTN. 
G A L L  P R N T  (5, FDISTN) 
Comment:. The holdpoint distribution will be printed. and 
identified. as d.istribution number 5. 
In-the above'example, there was no reason to use F U N S E T  o r  AVAL, 
lsut in another example, illustrated in Figure 111-2 of Paragraph 3. 4, there was 
cxcasion to employ these subroutines. In that example, function 97 i s  called 
; ..(\ ,.. 
iifi a FUNSET because the analyst wished to R e  asgured. that  none of the equip- 
~;licnts required. by this-function would. be repeated. in any of the following functions 
appearing in this holdpoint code. 
~2itjnts 40, 61 and, 3 3  since the launch operation rules required that a hold. be 
Also ,  this example employs AVAL with equip- 
- 
. called i f  any one of &ese equipments was in repair .  
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3.4  FORMAT O F  THE HOLDPOINT SUBROUTINE 
Each holdpoint subroutine has the  saxme basic format. .This forrn.at is 
illustrated in Figure 111-3 which i s  a reproduction of the FORTRAN listing of ' 
a short  but otherwise typical hold.point subroutine. Statement groups A1 (except 
for the subroutine name identified. as  B), and. A2 a r e  fixed 'for every holdpoint 
subroutine. 
in the subroutine but generally tlie body of the subroutine will consist  of a se t  of 
The user is  f r ee  to use any valid. FORTRAN statement elsewhere 
calls to subroutines specifically d.eveloped for  the launch availability prob1e.m. 
The example consists of nothing but a set  of such calls.  
The subroutine name, in the a r e a  marked. "B", can be chosen to the user 's  
convenience a s l o n g  as  it is no more  than six charac te rs  long and. has an alphabetic 
f i rs t  character ,  It was found. convenient to give these subroutines names a format:  
HxxMyy, where  xx is the hold.point number and. yy is a serial number for a 
particular version of the  holdpoint computation, 
Array  FDISTN must contain the distribution of holdtime at the ho1d.point 
upon completion of subroutine execution, The a r r a y s  X1 through X4  are  
used, to s tore  distributions which a re  not required. 0utsid.e of the subroutine. 
The a r r a y s  Y 1  through Y6 a r e  used. t o  s to re  distributions which a re  car r ied  
from one hold,point to another. This distinction between the use of X a r r a y s  
a n d  Y arkays is  designed as  a m e m o n i c  device for  the convenience of the user ;  
in actuality he may use  these  a r r a y s  in any manner that suits his needs s o  long 
as he recalls that whenever a distribution i s  stored in  an ' a r r ay ,  anything 
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previously stored. in that a r r a y  i s  lost  whether o r  not it was stored in the 
same subroutine o r  another. 
any manner that i s  desired within a subroutine a s  long as the distribution 
of holdtime i s  in this a r r a y  upon completion of subroutine execution, 
Note a lso that a r r a y  FDISTN anay be used in 
3 .5  SPECIAL SUBROUTINES 
L 
The following seven subroutines were  d.esigned to facilitate the input 
of the launch operation.niod.el into a computer program. Each of these subroutines 
i s  d.ocumcnted. f rom the use r  point-ofiview and. all  the information he requires 
to use them i s  includ.ed in each writeup. 
used, time and again in  these subroutine d,escriptions be clear ly  und.erstood.: 
"integer, 
It i s  important that three t e rms  
"real,  I I  and "array. I '  Each value appearing in a subroutine calling 
sequence i s  either integer o r  r ea l  and. a r e  so  identified. in  the description. No 
problem in confusing them should, a r i s e  except where the actual number appears 
'in the calling sequence, e.g., function and equipment numbers o r  operating time 
in contrast  t o  a r r a y n u m e s  such a s  X l  and, Y4. 
i s  required, no d.ecima1 point may be a par t  of the number, but fo r  a real ,  the 
In the cases  where an integer 
decimal point mus t  be a pa r t  of the number. .For example: a function operating 
time must be real ,  therefore, i f  1 hour o€ operating t ime is  to be entered. in the 
calling sequence, it must be given a s  1. not 1 even though no fractional pa r t  
of an hour i s  needed. 
values some of them represent  a set  of values which a r e  called. a r r ays ,  
an a r r a y  may be  either r ea l  o r  integer but not both. 
Although the majority of calling sequence entries a r e  single 
1 Members of 
" 
In this d.ocumentation the size  
of the a r r a y  and. its type ( rea l  o r  integer) will be given, e. g. ,  . "100 x 2 real" means 
a 100 pairs  of r e a l  values. 
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AVAILABILITY SUBROUTINE 
CALL A V A L  (n, n?, x, t, u) 
n is an equipment identification number, n 7 0, integer. 
m i s  an equipment identification number, m%O, m =: 0 when equipment 
n only is required. for  the availability computation, integer. 
x i s  an ai-l-ay containing f ie  distribukion of.d.elay time due to 
equipment n and m, 100 x 2 real. 
t, u axe t he  elapsed. times since previous operation of equipments 
n and m respectively. These times a r e  in  hour units, real. 
When m f 0 the availability distributions fox equiprnents n and m 
a r e  combined, a s  a product and. the resulting distribution is output in 
array x. 
output in a r r a y  x. 
If rn = 0 the availability distribution fo r  equipment 11 alone i s  
When m = 0 the value of u i s  ignored. but some value 
. must be given for  u nevertheless.  
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FUNCTION COMPUTATION SUBROUTINE . 
CALL F U N C T N  (k, t, ep, er ,  x) 
k is a function identification number, i n t e g e r s  500. 
t is the function operating time, real. 
eP is the absolute allowable probability e r r o r ,  real. 
e r  is the relative allowable repair  t ime e r ro r ,  rea l  
X is the name of the a r r a y  in which the function distribution of 
delay t ime due to repair  is stored, 100 x 2 real a r ray .  
This routine selects each equipment associated with function 
number k, and computes a distribution of repa i r  time f o r  each. This 
computation for  equipment i with failure rate x i  and regair  t ime R i 
results in an a r r a y  of pa i r s :  
-xi t 
1st pair  probability of no repair  = e , repair  time = 0 
-hi t  
Ri 2nd. pair  probability of one repair  = Aite , repair  t ime = 
(Xt)n- l  - A  t 
nth pair  probability of n - 1 repa i rs  = e , repair  t ime = (n-l)Ri. 
. . n! 
These pairs  will b e  computed and stored until (X- t )m 1 .-AitL ep, then a 
m! 
z e r o  pair  will be stored instead and computation for  this equipment wi l l  be 
complete. 
with function k. 
Such an a r r a y  will be  generated for each equipment associated 
Then since the delay in function completion is defined a s  
. 
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the sum of repair  t imes d.ue to each of its constituent equipments, an 
a r r a y  for the function distribution of delay is developed. by combining the 
individual equipment repair  t ime distributions into one distribution 
expressing their  combined effect, i. e . ,  t hes s  equipment distributions a re  
convoluted. If the distribution of function d.elsy time a s  S O  developed. cannot 
be  held in a 800 x 2 a r r a y  then ep will be increased by 20 percent (the use r  
will be  informed. of this) and the d.istribution will be recomputed. 
such change is not sufficient up t o  five increases  of ep will be tried., which 
If one 
i f  not successful in red.ucing the a r r a y  to- 800 x 2 will  cause the program t o  
halt. 
t o  be  held. by a 100 x 2 array, then the factor er  is employed. to  reduce the 
Beyond this i f  the distribution of function delay time has too many t e rms  
s ize  of the a r ray .  Thus, if pi is  the probability of a delay Di and. p. of Dj  J 
then i f  IDj - Di’ < e r ,  pi is  replaced. by pi -t p.  and Di by 
D. J 
1 
pi Di -t p. D 
~j 
and. Dj  = 0, pj = 0. Likewise, all Di L , 0005 a r e  se t  equal to zero 
Pi -t Pj 
. a n d  their probabilities summed to f o r m  a new pair  in the distribution replacing 
all pa i r s  with such Di. If,’after this a r r a y  red.uction has been co-mpleted, the 
2 ,J 
, ,~ ‘5” ’ . 
.’ . 
a r r a y  i s  st i l l  too large,  er  will be i,ic;-eased. _ .  by 10 pe r  cent (the use r  will be 
informed of this change) and. the a r r a y  reduction wil l  proceed. again. The resulting 
distribution o$ delay time for the function will be s tored in a r r a y  x. 
F o r  each equipment i associated with function k (this association is 
defined by the function equipment d a t a  cards)  a f l a  g N(i) will be  tested before 
i is employed in the computation of the function distribution. If N(i) = 0 
equipment i will be excluded, i f  N(i) = 1 it will  be  included. These flags may 
be s e t  as required using standard FORTRAN statements. A t  t h e  start 
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of each holdpoint computation al l  of them will automatically be set to 1. 
These f lags  may a lso  be se t  by  the use of subroutine-FUNSET, see t he  
d,ocumentation f o r  that subroutine for d.etai1s. 
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FUNCTION COMPUTATION AND F L A G  SETTING ,SUBROUTINE 
I C A L L  FUNSET (k, t, ep, er, x) 
t 
! *  
i 
1 
Each member of the calling sequence i s  defined a s  f o r  FUNCTN. 
I This routine operates in the same manner  as FUNCTN but with the I 
i 
I 
I 
additional feature of setting N flags (see FUNCTN). 
associated with function k, N ( i )  i s  set  to zero;  the other flags a r e  unchanged. 
Note that FUNSET itself t e s t s  the N flags before the function computation 
F o r  each equipment i 
I 
I 
proceeds.  
c0d.e controls the equipment included in the FUNSET. 
Consequently, a flag se t  by a previous FUNSET in the holdpoint - 
Three proced.ures can be employed. to se t  the N flags: 
1, A t  f i e  s t a r t  of any holdpoint subroutine all N flags a r e  s e t  to one (I). 
2. The FUNSET subroutine will s e t  selected. N flags to zero. 
3 .  The N flags may be set  by use of a FORTRAN statement. 
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PROCESS HOLDPOINT SUBROUTINE 
C A L L  HxxMyy (2) 
.I xx is the holdpoint number, no blanks allowed,, 
yy is  the holdpoint mod.ification number, no blanks allowed.. 
z is  the a r r a y  w h e r e  the distribution oi holdtime f o r  h’oldpoini: 
HxxMyy is  to be stored., 100 x 2 rea l .  
6 
This initiates the processing f o r  holdpoint HxxMyy and. s tores  t h e  
distribution of holdtime in a r r a y  e.  
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I N T E G R A T E  S L A C K  SUBROUTINE 
C A L L  INF (n, x, y, IC) 
n designates the nth member of the slack t ime table, integer. 
is the input a r r a y  containing distribution at which slack is applied, X 
100 x 2 real. 
).' is the output a r r a y  containing the distribution after considering 
slack, 100 x 2 real. 
N.  €3. x and y need not-be different a r r a y s .  
k is a. flag, integer, which if: a 
= O  the standard slack integration i s  performed. 
=1 integration is performed but negative terms a r e  not set to zero.  
=2 I no integration is performed. but negative t e r m s  a r e  se t  to zero.  
-
For  k = 0 this subroutine integrates the distribution input in a r r a y  
x 
integration i s  performed as above but negative terms a r e  not se t  to zero. 
using the slack time with ID n, the resu l t  i s  output in a r r a y  y. When k = 1 
When 
k = 2 no integration is 'performed. but a l l  negative terms in x a r e  s e t  to zero  
and. the resul t  is output in y. In all cases  all zero  terms are  combined. into one 
i , ' zero term with a probability equal to the sum of 'their individual probabilities. 
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PRINT SUBROUTINE 
CALL P R N T  (n, IC)' 
n print flag .l<n<'80, integer 
x output a r r a y  containing the d.istribution. to  be printed., 100 x 2 real. 
Whenever the n* print  flag i s  one ( l ) ,  the d.istribution contained in 
a r ray  x i s  printed. with the header: DISTRIBUTION NUMBER 11. 
When the n'" print  flag i s  zero printed output is  suppressed.. 
a re  se t  as ind.icated. by the print  flag d.ata card.. The output a r r a y  x is 
printed. as pairs  of probabilities and. times, in ord.er of increasing time 
w itli accumulated probability . 
Pr in t  f lags  
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PRODUCT AND CONVOLUTE SUBROUTINE 
CALL PROCON ( j J  ep, e r ,  x, y, z )  
this flag i s  equal to zero (0) i f  the convolution computation i s  
desired, it i s  equal to one (I) i f  t h e  product coi-nputation is desired, 
in t eg e r . b 
ep i s  the absolute allowable probability e r ror ,  real. 
e r  is  the relative allowable repair  time e r r o r ,  real. 
x, Y a r e  the names of a r r ays  containing the input distributions, 
100 x 2 real .  
z i s  t h e  name of the a r r a y  output by the routine containing the convolution 
( i f  1~0) o r  product ( i f  I=1) of the input d.istributions, 100 x 2 real .  
N. €3. The 3 a r r a y s  X, yJ and z need. I_ not be different. 
This subroutine computes either the convolution ( j = O )  o r  prod.uct 
Cj=l) of the d.istributions contained in the input a r r ays  x, y and. outputs 
this result  in a r r a y  z .  When a r r a y  z i s  being computed., the inputs ep 
and. e r  a r e  employed. a s  described. in the specification of routine FUNCTN 
to eliminate insignificant t e rms  and. to  reduce 2; to  a 100 x 2 'a r ray .  'Before 
.+ exiting, 'this routine also sor t s  the members  of the z a r r a y  in ord,er of 
decreasing probability values. 
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3 .  6 HOLDPOINT SEQUENCE CONTROL 
At this point the analyst has completed the code fo r  each holdpoint and 
he must now combine them in a manner deter-mined by his  model analysis in 
order t o  obtain tlne distribution of launch delay. The previously coded holdpoint 
subroutines can now be called in *&e hold.point sequence control subprogram in 
the order required. and. each of “their d.istributions combined. in the proper manner 
by utilizing the special subroutines. Each hold,point distribution is  called. by a 
statement of the type: G A L L  HxxMyy (z) where HxxMyy i s  the name of the 1iol.d.- 
point subroutine desired and. z i s  the a r r a y  in which i ts  distribution. of lioldtirne 
i s  t o  be stored (the a r r ays  available in t he  contro1,subprograrn f o r  such storage 
a r e  X1, X2, and. X3). A simple example of a control c0d.e is: 
C A L L  H04MO 1 
G A L L  INF (100, X1, X1, 0 )  
Comment: Following hobd.point 4 ’a hold i s  sched.uled. whose 
length i s  id.entified. as slack number 100. 
C A L L  H03MOl (X2) 
C A L L P R O C O N  (0, A, B, XI ,  X2, X1) 
Comment: The convolution of the distribution for  holdpoints 
4 and 3 i s  computed. and. stored. in X1 after 
accounting for the effect of a schedaled. hold. 
upon 4. 
C A L L  H02MO1 (X2) 
C A L L  PROCON (0, A, E$, X1, X2, X1) 
CALL HOlMO1 ( X l )  
CALL PROCON (0, A, 13, X1, X2, FDISTN) 
Comment: The distribution of delay a t  launch 
must  always be stored. in FDISTN. 
This example, of course, ra ther  simple and short;  although most  r e a l  
situations may require more  holdpoints, they niay very well combine in  the 
same simple manner with perhaps the inclusion of more  scheduled holds. 
However, there a r e  three ad.ditiona1 features which may be included in a control 
code which can complicate things considerably. These additional capabilities 
a r e :  (1) variable entry points, (2) incremented, repair  times, and ( 3 )  recycle. 
3 .  6. 1 
The variable entry point option permits the user  to choose the holdpoint 
Variable Entry Points 
a t  which he wishes to start computation of the launch delay d.istributioiz. This 
variable entry i s  controlled. by the value punched in card. column one (1) of the  
print flag d.ata card. input in each case,  
coinputer time if  there  is no need to  compute every holdpoint distribution. For 
example: the analyst may wish t o  determine the distribution of delay a t  launch 
This option makes i t  possible t o  save 
if the launch operation i s  on sched.ule at holdpoint 9, Hence, one would. wis'h to 
commence coniputation with hold.point 8 under the assumption of being on t ime p r io r  
to  8. This resul t  can be accomplished by having the number 8 entered. in card 
. column one (1) of the print flag card. Similar entries at holdpoints 7 through 2 
can be controlled. b y  placing the numbers 7 through 2 respectively in card column 
one (1). If the number 9 is entered. in colurmi one (1) a different s o r t  of computation 
results. F i r s t  of all, this flag is  only valid for a change data case.  If it i s  a par t  
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of the nominal data, erroneous output will result .  Its effect i s  to take the 
total distribution 01 hold pr ior  to the l as t  launch operation scheduled hold. (which 
has been saved from the nominal case  computation), integrate the scheduled. 
hold.tinze into it, and then combine all holdpoints f rom 9 through 1. ' The use oE 
this flag allows one to save computer t ime when running sensitivity stxdies, 
since many equipment para-meter modifications will have no effect upon the 
distribution o i  holdtime pr ior  to holdpoint 9. 
In the above example, we have been considering a specific use of these 
flags. The employment of variable entry - point flags in the same manner as d.escribed 
above i s  illustrated in Figure 111-3 of Paragraph 3. 6, 3 .  
3 .  6 .  2 
In the nominal d.ata input, a s e t  of equipment nu,mbers were  input which 
Incsemented Repair Times 
were  to have their  repair  t imes incremented, at some point in the launch sequence. 
The point a t  which this takes place is  ind.icated. in the control subprogram by the 
statements : 
NARF = 1 
AR = gC 
where i s  the time increment,  real. A l l  ho1d.point computations 
these statements will use repair  t imes incremented. b y  o( for each 
executed after 
equipment whose 
number was listed. in the incrernented repair  time table input in the nomiiial d,ata set. 
3 .  6 .  3 Recycle 
During certain peri0d.s of the launch sequence whenever a delay longer 
than some pred.etermined. t ime takes place, a recycle back to some ear l ie r  point 
in the sequence i s  required. This recycle can take two forms: in the first form it 
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i s  only a iixed delay which. i s  addedto repair  times exceeding some minimum; 
in the second, a rerun of some previously completcd .L;rirneiranie(s) is required. 
If the f i r s t  form only is required, then just  p r ior  to calling the holdpoint subprogram, 
requiring d.elay, the following statements must  appear: 
RERUN = 0. 
D E L A Y  = x  
AMIN = p 
where i s  the total  delay time and i s  the minimum repair  time f o r  which the P 
d.elay will. be required, both of these values a r e  real .  In the second. form the 
combined. d.istribution of Boldtime for those t imeframes which a r e  to be rerun in  
case  of failure, must  be stored. in  a r r a y  RRCYC before calling any hold.point sub- 
program which requires full recycle. In addition to  this t he  following statements 
must  appear; 
RERUN = 1, 
D E L A Y  = s( 
where p i s  defined a s  beiore, but &(is equal to  the sum of p , the nominal operating 
t ime of the timeframe, and any other fixed delay d u e  to the occurrence of repair  
greater  t h a n p  , o( i s  s o  given since it i s  assumed, for simplification, that failure 
;. ---- 
r *  
- *  
- 
occurs "very" near  the end of the t imeframe so  that much time plus 
repair  time has been lost. 
hours  of P 
It was fqund. that recycle had. no significant effect upon the d.istribution 
of delay a t  launch, so it was generally omitted. f rom the control cock. The user  
will have to decide for himself whether the improvement in model accuracy given 
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by the inclusion of recycle i s  such a s  to  n?ake worthwhile the ad.ditiona1 
coinplication and longer computer operating time i t  involves, 
In Figure 311-4 i s  a reproduction of the control code which was finally 
developed. f o r  study of launch operation. It shows some use of a l l  the features 
d.iscussed above except the full recycle capability. Statements A through B, R and 
S a r e  required for any control code. Statements C through F a r e  required. on ly  
i f  the variable entry feature i s  used,. D and E a r e  required f o r  repair  incrementation 
when using entry points 7 through 2. Statements C through H a r e  need.ed i f  entry 
point 9 i s  called. for .  When the flag N F T  equals zero, the computer program is 
executing the nominal case.  Note the use  of one (1) in the PROCON a t  I. This is  
required, since the distribution of holdtime a t  hold.point 9 is t he  maximum between 
al l  holds accumulated, pr ior  to the scheduled hold., l ess  the scheduled. hold., and. the 
hold. d.ue to t imeframe 9 which operates during the sched.uled hold. J and K a r e  
required. for  nominal case  repair  time increments. Note that following each 
sum of a holdpoint distribution into the accumulated d.istribution of d.elay, a slack 
i s  integrated, in. These slack numbers 252 through 259 will normally be zero  
(i. e . ,  no slack) but a r e  placed. at those points of the c0d.e to enable one to easily 
d.etermine the effect of placing a scheduled. hold, (slack) after one o r  more  of those 
holdpoints. Statements L and. M give a d.elay of , 233 hours for any repair  longer 
than . 0833 in timeframe 4. Since the cond.ition set  up by L and. M i s  not automatically 
shut off, N and. 0 a r e  required. to  se t  them back to a nominal condition so that hold- 
point c0d.e 3 will not have any d.elay includ.ed. in its computation. Statement P i s  
required to rnod.el t h e  condition that any failure in t imeframe 1 results in a scrub 
(1000 hours),  Statement Q shows that, as  for each holdpoint code, the  final dis t r ibu-  
tion of the control code must be stored in a r r a y  FDISTN. 
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3.7 RUNNING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
? 
With the data input, holdpoint codes, and holdpoint sequence code keypunched/ 
tlie program card deck i s  ready to  be assembled. and. run. The procedure lor  
assembling the d.eck, along wit5 the cor rec t  job control cards, must  be left t o  a 
FORTRAN programmer,  hence these d.eck assembly instructions a r e  covered ig 
Section IV which take up those i tems  of particular interest  to a programmer.  
I 
The computer program covlzmunicates t o  the use r  via printed. output. This 
output takes three different forms: (1) automatic output, (2) optional output, and 
1 .  
( 3 ; )  e r r o r  messages.  
3 .  7. 1 Automatic Output 
Auto-matic output i s  not under control by the user ,  in fact  mere ly  by 
submitting data se t s  he obtains these outputs. 
c onip r i s e : 
This output and. its various forms 
Nominal Data Output: The computer program prints all nominal data input. 
(1) it i s  a record, of the actual values input to the 
This 
printout serves  two purposes: 
computer, hence it is the bes t  way of uncovering keypunch or load. sheet e r ro r s ;  
(2) since it is  printed along with t he  program output it i s  a record of the parameter  
values which led t o  those results, 
- _  - .  
The input is printed in the same ord.er in which 
it is  read. into the program. Each set  of parameters  is  clearly labeled so 
.1 little need be sa id .  about it except to summarize.  
parameters  a re  printed. ac ross  the page in the order:  equipment ID, failure rate,. 
The equipment 
and repair  time. The failure rate i s  output as a fraction times powers of 10, e, g . ,  
the output number 0. 166703  04, read as 1667.0. The’function equipment lists are 
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printed, across  the page with function number f i r s t  followed. by equipment numbers. 
~ ' A s  many lines a r e  printed. €or each function a s  a r e  required. to  complete i ts  
~ equipment list.  Slack t imes a r e  printed. across  the page with each slack ID iollowed 
by a time. Note that f o r  slack t imes a s  well a s  equipment parameters ,  that i f  
there a r e  two o r  more  occurrences of the same ID only the pararneter(s)  associated 
with LEe las t  occurrence a r e  actually used. in the computation. Next the window 
lengths a r e  printed.. The e r r o r  coiitrol i s  output with allowable probability e r r o r  
first followed. b y  the allowable repair  e r r o r .  
with incremented repair  t imes.  
which a r e  printed. across  the page in fmo lines, the f i r s t  outputting print  flags 
Then follows the l i s t  of equipmeiits 
The final input printed i s  the se t  of print  flags 
1 through 40,  the second. 41. through 80. 
Modification Data Output: This printed out-put documents the requested 
Initially, the condition of the print f lags  i s  output changes Lo the nominal data set .  
as before. Then the slack t ime changes, if any, a r e  output in the same format 
a s  for t he  nominal case. Finally a l i s t  of each equipment modified, f rom the 
nominal case,  one equipment per  line, giving the equipment number and the 
changed. values of failure ra te  and. repair  time. 
ra te  i s  no t  t imes 10  a s  for  the nominal case.  
For  the change data, the iailure 
Unlike any other printout of input 6 
these equipment changes a r e  outputs of computed. values ra ther  than what i s  
actually input. As the reader  will recall ,  input f o r  equipment changes i s  & pair 
- of multiplicative factors - what is output he re  i s  the condition of equipment: 
parameters  af ter  these multiplicative factors have been applied to the nominal 1 
equipment: parameters .  
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Nominal Case Computed Output: There a r e  two outputs f o r  each 
nominal case.  
a s  pa i r s  of probabilities and repair  times printed. across  the page. 
"repair" i s  employed. for each output distribution but should, be read in this 
The f i r s t  is  the distribution of delay at launch time. It i s  output 
The word. 
particular instance a s  "delayr1. The probabilities a r e  accumulated, so that each 
i s  the probability that a delay less than o r  equal to  the t ime printed. to i ts  right 
will occur. Since the probabilities a r e  accumulated, the l a s t  probability printed. 
would, in theory equal 1. The difference between this l a s t  probability and. 1 is the 
total  e r r o r  resulting from the choice of e r r o r  control 1-nad.e in the nominal case.  
Following this final distribuGon a l i s t  of each wind.ow input and. the probability of 
launch within these windows is output. This probability is computed. from the 
distribution of d.elay a t  launch by interpolating linearly. If the user9  in checking 
f i e s e  interpolations should. note a minor discrepancy between his  results and. the 
computer results,  it i s  d,ue to  the fact  that rebair times as output a r e  rounded, to  . 
three d.ecima1 places whereas the computer program uses  the unrounded values in 
i ts  computation. 
I t :  Whenever a special entry point has  
been called, fo r ,  the program outputs a note reminding him of that fact. Then 
the distribution of delay a t  launch is output in the same format as f o r  the nominal 
case. Following this distribution, the probability of launch in wind.ow is  given 
for each window, 
case,  however, the change output a lso gives the difference in launch probability 
This is  computed. in the same manner a s  it was for the nominal 
between the noininal case  and the mod.ification case. 
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L 
3 . 7 . 2  Optional Output 
Optional output i s  that which i s  und.er complete control of the user. This 
output is  controlled. through the employment of the PRNT subroutine which has 
4 
been fully d.escribed above. 
whose format is identical to the distribution of d,elay a t  laulich, described above, 
F o r  each executed PRNT a distribution i s  output 
except that each d.istribution is id.entihed by the id.entification number entered 
in the P R N T  calling sequence. These prints a r e  output in  the same ord.er that 
they a r e  encountered. during program execution. 
3 .7 .  3 
In the normal course of program operation, e r r o r  conditions will be 
Computer P rogram Error Messages 
encountered, which can only be corrected by the intervention of the user .  To  
facilitate the correction of these conditions twenty d.ifferent e r r o r  messages 
a r e  printed. by the program. These messages give a brief indication of the 
condition requiring intervention as  well as the particular subroutine where the 
e r r o r  was d.etected.. The form these messages take is: the name of the sub- 
routine in which the e r r o r  was encountered, immediately followed (where 
relevant) by the number of the l a s t  function called for,  p r ior  to e r r o r  detection, 
and. finally a brief statement of the e r r o r .  
The following pages l i s t  a l l  these error  messages along with a more  
complete d.escription of the problem ( e r r o r )  encountered in the program as  well 
as what course of action may be taken to  co r rec t  the difficulty. 
e r r o r s  no specific course of action can be recommend.ed. 
F o r  some of the 
In these cases  it 
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i s  recommend.ed that where the program u s e r  i s  not familiar with FORTRAN 
. programming that he consult with a F O R T R A N  programmer who f r o m  f i e  
inlormation given will be  able to commence an investigation to  uncover the 
source of the problem. 
Print :  
AMEND,  FUNCTION 11 N O T  AVAILABLE 
Problem: 
Function number n appearing in a FUNCTN or F U N S E T  calling 
sequence i s  not in memory. 
Action : 
k. 
2 .  
3. 
Correct  n i f  it is not a legitimate function number. 
Add, function n to function equipment l i s t  i f  it has erroneously been 
omitted.. 
The function equipment l is t  for function n m a y  have been destroyed. 
after input: consult a F O R T R A N  programmer.  
Pr int :  
ASSORT n. NEGATIVE PROBABILITY STORED.  
Problem: 
A negative probability is encountered~ where none should. be found.. 
This i s  the resul t  of spurious storage in a distribution. 
Action: 
Consu l t  a FORTRAN programmer.  
one called. for  pr ior  to encountering this problem. 
Function number n is  the l a s t  
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Print :  
COSORT n. DISTRIBUTION HAS MORE THAN 100 PAIRS AFTER 
INCREASING ALLOWABLE REPAIR ERROR B Y  1 .16  
P r obleim: 
* 
a. 
Computer program is unable t o  s tore  a d.istribution in a 100 x 2 ar ray .  
Action: 
A t  least  one of the e r r o r  control parameters  A, B must  be increased to 
solve this problem. Given that the last function number called for  is n, 
the specific PROCON, FUNC'I'N, or FUNSET which gives this problem 
must  be  isolated and la rger  values f o r  A o r  B iiiust b e  placed in its calling 
sequence. 
employed. 
help. 
A and B mus t  be made until the difficulty i s  overcome since there i s  n o  other 
solution to  the problem short  of major  program modification. 
If B alone is  modified a value a t  least 17% greater  must be 
If A can be changed also,  modest increases  in it will. frequently 
If no improvement results f r o m  such changes further increases  in 
Pr in t :  
EREL n. FAILURE PROBABILITY TOO HIGH 
P r ob1 em : 
An equipment i n  function n has a probability grea te r  than the allowable 
probability e r r o r  A of failing 15 o r  more  t imes during t h e  function operating 
time. 
Action: 
1, Correc t  operating t ime for  function n i f  it is longer than intended. 
2. Determine i f  one of the equiprnents has inad.vertently had.  an unreasonably 
large failure rate input. 
3 .  
' 
Make su re  that the allowable probabili-ty e r r o r  A is not too small, e.  g. ,  
it may not have been input at all. 
Pr in t :  
I N F  n. NEGATIVE PROBABILITY STORED. m 
P r ob1 em: 
A negative probability is encountered where none should, be found. This 
is the resul t  of spurious s torage in a distribution, 
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Action: 
Consult a FORTRAN programmer.  
slack t ime number n. IC = m. 
The problem encountered. when calling 
P r in t  : 
INFLO1. NEGATIVE EQUIPMENT NO. INPUT, CARD IMAGE: IS: a 
P r o blern: 
A negative equipment number has been erroneously entered. in the equip- 
ment  parameter list. 
Action: 
Locate d,ata card with image a ,  co r rec t  equipment number and. rerun, 
Pr int :  
INFLO1. EQUIPMENT NO. GREATER THAN 3000, CARD IMAGE IS: a 
P r oblem : 
An equipment number grea te r  than allowed. has  been input in the equipment 
parameter  list. 
Action: 
Locate data card. with image a, co r rec t  equipment number and. rerun. 
Pr int :  
INFL02. NO FUNCTION EQUIPMENT DATA INPUT, 
-: f 
Problem: . ,  
I _  
Either no function equipment list input or first function number in l i s t  is 
negative o r  zero ,  
Action: 
Correct  function equipment list and. rerun. 
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Pr in t :  
INFL02. EQUIPMENT NO, GREATER THAN 3000 INPUT 
IMAGE IS: a 
P r oblem : 
An equipment number in the function equipment list i s  greate 
CARD 
- than allowable. 
Ilction: 
Correct  d.ata card. with image a and. rerun,  
b 
Pr in t :  
INFLOZ. FUNCTION EQUIPMENT DATA CARD O U T  OF SORT, CARD 
IiMAGE IS: a 
Problem: 
Function equipment list mus t  be input in order  of increasing function 
number but data card. with image A i s  out of sor t .  
A c ti o n ; 
Resor t  function equipment list. 
~~ ~ 
,P r in t :  
INFL02. . NEGATIVE FUNCTION NO. INPUT, CARD IMAGE IS: a 
P rob lem : 
A :function number in the function equipment list is negative. 
>" . Action: .. 
Correct  function i ~ ~ i ~ 3 ~ ~  r ? , ~  45ta card with image a and rerun. 
> Print :  
INFLOZ. MORE THAN 7500 ITEMS IN FUNCTION EQUIP, LIST. 
P r ob1 em: 
The total number of equipments in the function equipment list cannot exceed 
7500. In making this count each repetition of an equipment number is counted. 
Action: 
Reduce size of list and. rerun. 
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Print :  
I N F L 0 3 .  A SLACK TIME NO. IS I N P U T  G R E A T E R  THAN 500, CARD 
INLAGE IS: a 
A slack time number has been input in the nominal data greater  tha.n 
the allowable 
A c ti on : 
Correct number on card. with image a and. rerun. 
P r i n t :  
I N F L 0 4 .  NEGATIVE WINDOVT INPUT.  
P r oblem : 
A negative wind.ow size has been erroneously input. 
Act ion:  
Cor rec t  and. xerwj. 
Print: 
INFLO4. NEGATIVE SLACK TIME NO. IN CHANCE DATA, CARD 
IMAGE IS: a 
Problem: 
A. slack time number has been input in the modification data greater  than 
the allowable. 
Action: 
Correct  d.ata card. with image a and rerun. 
Pr int :  
I N F L 0 4 .  M O R E  THAN 65 E Q U I P M E N T  CHANGES REQUESTED.  
P r oblem : 
Too many simultaneous equipment parameter  modifications have been 
requested und.er option 1. 
Action: 
Reduce number of changes and rerun. 
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E FJ I R E  R A T E  FOR EQUIPh ENT 11, 
c A spurious ~ ~ z e s  has been s tored  in the equipment parameter  l is t .  
Action: 
Consult a FL,:.:x4N programmer.  
Pr int :  
PRQCON n. ;r__',ZAY m HAS NEGATIVE PROBABILITY. 
P r oblern : 
"G; the PROCON calling sequence ha.s a negative probability The im ar-- -. . -  
th 
value. This i s  the rcfz-d t  of spurious storage. The las t  function called. i s  number n. 
Action: 
Consult a F C I X A N  programmer.  
Pr int :  
PROCONn. ZSTRIBUTION HAS MORE THAN 800 PAIRS AFTER 
INCREASIKG ,X,LO'WABLE PROBABILITY ERROR BY 1.16, 
P r oblem : 
Even al ter  isc,-easing the allowable probability error by 16%, a distribution 
cannot be held in a $30 x 2 array. The l a s t  function called i s  number n. 
Action: 
. - -  
1. Correc t  &e allowable proba&h:-c{r srror i f  it has been set  too small, 
e. g . ,  it may  not have been input a t  a l l  and so would be zero. 
2 .  Increage the allowable probability e r r o r  by a t  l eas t  1'7%. 
3 .  If neither of the above actions a r e  feasible or effective, then the 
computer program must  be rnod.ified. to allow d.istributions with more 
te rms ,  
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Print: 
PRQL:ON n. 
TO LESS THAN 301 PAIRS. 
m ITERATIONS REQUIRED TO REDYCE DISTRiBUTXON 
P r oblem : 
The :\llowable probability e r r o r  has been increased by 10% rn - 1 t imes 
so fiat a di:qiributioii can be h e l d  in a 800 x 2 a r ray .  
is  function ~wmnber n. 
The last function called 
Action: 
Nonc required., this i s  an informational output. 
F-., 
.-. ... ’.. - .I 
. : 1. r..,2 
._ . . -  .Y? _.. - ,. . 
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IV PRO GRAiMNLE R S D 0 C U MEN TA TION 
This chapter i s  a compilation 01 those i tems yhich for  the most  par t  
a r e  the exclusive interest  of the FORTRAN programmer.  This is  not to say that 
information of vital interest  to him i s  not found in previous chapters;  it i s ,  e. g . ,  
data,deck formats,  e r r o r  printouts, output options, etc. But in this chapter, is  
collected. that type of information necessary t o  use and. understand the program 
which i s  mainly of interest  to the programmer qua programmer.  
Flow Charts 
In the attached. Appendix a r e  gather all program flow charts. This 
collection includ.es a basic overall  flow char t  for  the program plus a flow char t  
f o r  cacii subprogram in the basic program! These flow charts and the listing 
obtained. when the attached, program deck i s  compiled, slaould. give information 
ad.equate to enable programmers  to und.erstand and. modify the program. 
P r o g r a m  Deck Setup 
This program i s  run jus t  a s  any o’her FORTRAN IV program. It 
d.iffers only in that the use r  will  be running it both with the usual d.ata chaages 
and, frequently a lso program changes which h e  himself will make. 
program changes a r e  restricted.  to the hold.point subroutines and. the hold.point 
These 
_ -  
sequence control subroutine (the BLBOX subroutine), but where such changes 
a r e  mad.e, they must  be compiled. in. In setting up the deck these subroutines 
defined, by the u s e r  must  be made a p a r t  of the program d.eck which together with 
file data deck will make up the running d.eck. 
were  detailed, in Section El. 
The specifics on data deck setups 
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Test Case 
Whcn the attached deck of program and data cards  i s  run, the resulting 
output will be the same a s  that reproduced. in Figure IV-1. 
might expect slight discrepancies between the two runs since different computers 
Of course,  one 
and. different subroutines can perform the same computatioiis in d.ifferent ways. 
The user and. the programmer must  d.ecide between themselves ,whether such 
discrepancies a r e  such a s  to necessitate further investigation. 
c 
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FIGURE IV-1:  TEST CASE OUTPUT 
(5 pages) 
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A P P E N D I X  B: F L O W  CHARTS 
. 
* 
READ XOA4INAL CASE DATA 
INFLOI: Equiprnenl: Para ine te rs  
INFL02: Function Equipment Lists 
INFL03 : Slack Times 
INFLO4: Windows 
Error  Control 
Repair Increment Equip. Nos .  
P r in t  Flags 
COMPUTE DISTRIBUTION O F  DELAY A T  LAUNCH 
BLBOX: Compute the distribution of hold time f o r  
each hold point. Conibine these distributions 
sequentially, considering a l l  scheduled holds, 
obtaining Che distribution of delay time a t  
launch. 
LAUNCH PROBABILITIES 
INFLO4: Compute launch 
p r  ob abiliti e s for  
each window and 
probabilities for 
each window and 
READ MODIFICATION CASE DATA 
INFL04: Read equipment parameter ,  
slack time, and print  flag 
changes. 
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